
Joyroom JR-ZS311 magnetic dashboard car holder (grey) Ref: 6956116759865
Joyroom JR-ZS311 magnetic dashboard car holder (grey)
Joyroom JR-ZS311 magnetic car cockpit mount (gray)
Looking for a reliable car mount? You've come to the right place! The Joyroom JR-ZS311 magnetic mount will easily mount on the cockpit
of  your  car,  and  a  number  of  well-thought-out  solutions  will  provide  the  required  stability  for  the  mounted  phone.  Extremely  strong
magnets are capable of holding even a tablet! What's more, the rotating head allows you to position the device in the right position to
give you full comfort while driving.
 
 
Childishly easy installation
The  specially  designed  base  allows  you  to  conveniently  mount  the  mount  anywhere.  The  use  of  extremely  strong  3M  nano  tape  has
helped to achieve the required stability, and also allows you to mount the holder repeatedly without leaving marks on the cockpit.
 
 
Powerful magnet power
Connect your phone to the holder and enjoy incredible stability. This is provided by highly effective neodymium magnets, which, properly
placed, are capable of  supporting the weight of  your iPad.  What's  more,  the magnetic base is  small  enough that it  won't  obstruct the
view and disturb the driver while driving.
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Set it up just the way you like it
The Joyroom JR-ZS311 magnetic mount is designed to maximize your comfort. The head on which the magnetic base is mounted allows
360° rotation, so you can position your phone as you are comfortable. Horizontal or vertical position? The choice is yours!
 
 
Excellent quality and wide compatibility
The product is made of high-quality materials, so you can enjoy its durability for a long time! You can use it with a wide range of devices,
even those without the Mag Safe function - it comes with special plates that you can mount directly on your phone or case and enjoy the
reliable performance of the JR-ZS311!
 
 
Included
Joyroom magnetic car mount for cockpit x 1
Metal phone base x 2
Cleaning kit x 2
Cover under phone base x 2
Specification:
Manufacturer
Joyroom
Model
JR-ZS311
Name
Magnetic car holder for cockpit
Material
ABS+PC
Size
44.6 x 58.2 x 30.7mm
Compatible with phone size
4-7"

Price:

€ 8.11
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